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BUILD AN INSECT
 

Using materials you find at home, such as pipe cleaners,
straws, and clay, build your own model of an insect! 

 

Your model should have: 6 legs, 3 body segments, and 2
antennae. Using the box below, draw and label your creation:

INSECTS

Date

:

Go outside, find an

insect, and draw it here.

What kind do you think

it is?

What is "Craft A

Creature"?

 
Every week you'll be

given a new prompt to
help guide you as you

create your own unique
creature.

Create and submit a
story, drawing, or model
of your creature with at
least 6 of the prompts
to become an official

Wild Center Jr.
Naturalist and earn
your certificate and

patch!
 



Daily Challenge:

POLLINATORS 

Pollinators are vital components of our ecosystems. They allow
plants to reproduce and are responsible for the growth of some

of our favorite foods like apples and blueberries!
 

Draw lines to match the pollinators with the different types of
flower. Each pollinator can feed on multiple types of flower.

Think about the different behaviors and adaptations of each
pollinator to make your decisions. 

Imagine you've been
transformed into an
insect! Describe what
kind of insect you'd

be and what a day in
your life would be

like. Write some ideas
for your story below,
and then write out

the story on the back
of this page:

 

Bonus: Name each pollinator and describe the types of flowers they
prefer.

Bats are nocturnal, so they aren't
attracted to colorful blooms. They prefer
bright white or pale flowers that stand
out at night and smell like fermenting

fruit! 



Deciduous and Coniferous are broad
categorizations used in the classification and

identification of trees! If you aren't sure of their
differences, check out a field guide. Decide which

type of tree each picture below belongs to.
 
 

Jr. Naturalist BOTANY

Date:

Deciduous
 

Coniferous
 

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

Describe what your
creature looks like.

What are its physical
characteristics? What
adaptations does it

have?

CRAFT A

CREATURE:



Daily Challenge:

Think like a scientist:
On the back of this
page, describe your

tree in as much
detail as you can!

 

BOTANY

Do you know what kind of tree it is? If not, use your
sketches from the boxes to make an educated guess! Be

sure to include your evidence! 

Time to take a close look at a tree! Sketch its
leaves, bark, branch shape, and its cones or fruit in

the corresponding box below! 

Extended thinking: What is the benefit of a tree dropping its
leaves for the winter and regrowing them in the spring?

Bark Leaves or needles

Cones, fruit, or seeds Tree shape

List the differences
below:

Coniferous vs.

Deciduous:


